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The rumors abound as to just who will direct the new Star Wars Movie (Episode VII), and
it’s still several years away! Matthew Vaughan is currently in talks to take on the longawaited "Star Wars" film, much to the delight of many fans. Collider (a site on the internet
for all sorts of rumors)cites a source that states taking on "Star Wars" is the main reason
he dropped out of "X-Men: Days of Future Past." However, the website also notes this is
definitely a rumor and unconfirmed.
And even more exciting news where Star Wars is
concerned, Harrison Ford might come back to the "Star
Wars" universe to reprise his legendary role as Han Solo.
EW quotes an unnamed "highly placed source" as saying,
"Harrison is open to the idea of doing the movie and he’s
upbeat about it, all three of them are," referring to
Ford, Mark Hamill and Carrie Fisher. The article notes
that Ford will likely not go into the next level of talks
until there's a script and a director in place -- either
could be deal breakers. Though with Vaughan rumored to
be in talks for the film, the director's chair could be
filled sooner rather than later. All in all, this is already
shaping up to be something most epic!!!

The Morningway family had so much fun visiting STAR WARS Identities – now we want to hear
about your experiences – please share your tales of adventure, your character development
experience and any pictures you would like to share – we want to include some in future
Chronicles as well as create a facebook album. Please share at quantumcomics@shaw.ca

It looks as though Uncanny X-Men will be slated for a re-launch under the Marvel NOW
banner. It will be written by Brian Michael Bendis, and drawn by Chris Bachalo. From the
looks of the teaser image, it will feature Cyclops, Emma Frost, and most probably
Magneto.

Continuing with Marvel NOW news, there is going to be a new
team of Defenders taking up the call! Valkyrie has been tasked
with creating a new team from the mortals of Midgard, and it
looks like her first recruit will be Misty Knight, as evidenced
by this cover of the Fearless Defenders #1. The title will be
helmed by Cullen Bunn, and William Sliney.
The big news out of DC this week is the cancellation of the
Vertigo title Hellblazer. DC says that since they are bringing
the Constantine character full on into the regular universe,
there is no longer a need for the character to remain in the
Vertigo-verse. The new title will be called “Constantine” and
will debut in the wake of his mature audience counterpart's
departure. Joined by artist Renato Guides, Venditti's stories
will take the current Justice League Dark charter member on
a trip through the DCU's magical side roads, promising fans
of the character that this Constantine will retain his edge.
Hellblazer was Vertigo’s longest running series, and will end
with #300.
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